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The Emily P. Reynold’s
Historic Costume Collection
(ERHCC) stuns with over 5,000
pieces to date.
The collection is located on
the fourth level of the Family
Life Center, Susan Curtis the
collections manager so kindly
agreed to give me a personal tour.
I was lucky enough to see what
treasures NDSU keep behind the
closed door of the temperature/
humidity controlled room.
One cannot help but be
awestruck when walking in to view
the Costume Collection for the first
time. The vast impressive array
of clothing, shoes, hats, purses,
and accessories are all on display
for the eye to see. The collection
totaling over 5,000 pieces in its
care, spans from pieces as early
as the 1800’s to as recent as the
1980’s.
We can all thank the founder of
the collection Emily P. Reynolds,
for starting the collection back in
1948. From that time on until 1981
she was an active faculty member
of the textiles and clothing
department at NDSU. During her
career in 1966, she became the
department chair.
At first, the collection was used
to show student’s in the discipline
prime examples of historic dress,
to help aid them in their studies.
During that time, the Costume
Collection
began
receiving
donations from prominent figures
in ND’s history a long with
student’s and their respective
families.
You may ask yourself, what
exactly is a costume?
I’m not referring to things you
can purchase for halloween to wear
to a party that night but, a mode of

dress that was specific to a culture,
time period, nation, or social class.
(Defined by the New York Public
Library)
With that definition in mind,
it’s a lot easier to view the Emily
P. Reynolds Costume Collection
as one, that holds vast cultural/
historical significance.
The first thing the viewer can
take in when walking behind the
door of the Costume Collection for
the first time is shelves, teeming
with a wide array of hats from all
from different periods.
The starkest of contrasts
may be the fragile quilted black
bonnet (handmade) from the early
1800’s sitting near a hat from the
1960’s. The 1960’s bulb shapes
hat pleasantly contrasts the dark
bonnet with bright colors splashed
a long the print blatantly giving the
air of revolution (It was the 60’s
after all).
Susan began the tour with
manually opening the collection by
wheeling the bright white shelves
open. *The shelves run the length
of the room and move a long
multiple metal tracks set into the
floor controlled by a wheel.*
Slowly with every rotation of
the wheel gliding on the metal track
the collection of shoes appeared.
Beyond that, the first peek of the
clothing.
The first thing the collection
manager highlights was as anybody
can say with apparent glee, the
shoes.
It was like time traveling
simultaneously, through the 1800’s
to the present.
The first pair I noticed was
shoes from the beginnings of
the 1900’s. Narrow pointed and
brown with a small heel I thought
to myself, how could one’s foot
actually fit into them. Time’s have
changed, clearly.
Susan states that the “collection
used to be held on cast off
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department store racks but, through
the help of the dean, donors, and
alumni the foundation was able
to renovate one of the rooms
and, make better use of the space
for further preservation of the
clothing.”
I found myself in the midst of
life sized examples of what the past
was like. Not from the reflection
of old photo’s but by looking
at physical items of dress. The
fashion held in this collection are
prime examples of what defined
decades and generations of society
and culture.
Focuses can shift and the
Costume Collection has changed
from “items showing specific areas
of fashion to a shift in trying to
preserve the cultural heritage of
the state and region, through the
clothing and textiles they wore.”
We preceded by moving from
the oldest pieces in the collection
to the most recent.
From dresses to petticoats in
the 1800’s. “Women at the time
had to visit dress makers shops
and have clothes made to their own
individual shape, these dresses
were colored using vegetable dyes
since chemical dyes were actually
not invented yet.”
The collection is filled with
delicate lace dresses, silk bottoms,
brightly printed pieces from the
60’s and 70’s, evening gowns from
the 30’s, and even the sequence
glam of the 80’s. This list only
begins to cover what the collection
has.
With as formal as a variety of
wedding gowns, (interestingly
enough I learned with examples
in the collection that navy blue
wedding dresses were a popular
trend in the 1930’s).
The Emily P. Reynolds
Collection even has an array of
items purchases bought in other
countries by their donors. For
example, there is a 1950’s ruby

red dress in inventory, originally
bought in Paris.
When gazing at costume’s one
can receive a glimpse of society.
Through dress, we can understand
what people’s everyday lives were
like and by viewing this collection
we can begin to conceptualize the
idea of how society’s thoughts and
ideas have changed and continues
to, with the ever present constant
of the ticking of time.
Notable items in the collection
belong to some of the first ladies
of North Dakota, members of the
Burgum family, and an actress
whose dresses (from years ago)
were once worn on Hollywood’s
red carpet.
Also, to the families where
the bulk of collection lies. Who,
Susan likes to add, “generously
donated their families clothes
for preservation.” It’s because of
donations like this that make the
collection an all-encompassing
historical timeline.
Think of this, the clothes you
put on do you wear them because
you like the style, color, or simply
the message they may send? Or, is
it a reflection of you and how you
see yourself?
Next time you see yourself
gazing at an old photo take a
second to think of all the treasures
held behind the door of the Emily
P. Reynolds Historic Costume
Collection and what it means for
this to be, at our very own, NDSU.
The collection is donation
only and often loans items to
Bonanzaville a long with exhibits
held at the Hjemkomst Center.
Collections Manager: Susan
Curtis
Curator: Dr. Ann Braten
More information about the
collection and contact information
can be found at the collection’s
website:
https://www.ndsu.edu/
erhcc/
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Biology promotion presentation
The ecology, migration and behavior of strange creatures
Meghan Arbegast
Head News Editor

North Dakota State
University’s
biological
sciences
department
hosted a faculty promotion
presentation Sept. 6. The
presentation was given by
Erin Gillam, an associate
professor of biological
sciences, who has done
extensive research focusing
mainly on bats and their
communication signals.
Gillam’s
presentation
was about her research on
bats, degus and red-winged
blackbirds. She also went
into detail on the many
projects that have been
created by either her or her
students on these animals.
Gillam’s main focus
was about the ecology and
conservation of bats in the
northern great plains region
of the U.S. and in North
Dakota. Within the state of
North Dakota there are 11
species of bats, though the
Red River Valley has the
lowest diversity among the
species. “Most of the species
we have here are only
present during the summer.
They migrate in through
summer and migrate out
somewhere else though we
don’t exactly know where
most of the time”, Gillam
said. “Although we do have
a couple of species from
past work in my lab that we
have documented over the
winters in the state. They
live in the caves and the rock
crevasses that you find out
in the Badlands of western
North Dakota.”
In 2015, the northern
long-eared bat was listed
as federally threatened.
Though Gillam didn’t go
into too much detail on this
particular species of bat,
she wanted to show how it

Meghan
Arbegast
Head News
Editor

has brought more attention
to trying to understand
aspects of the ecology of
these animals and how it can
improve management plans.
“There really is a need for
that because bats in North
Dakota face a variety of
threats. First, you have just
generalized habitat loss that
is a problem.” Some of the
examples of habitat loss in
North Dakota, especially in
the eastern part of the state,
is massive conversion to
agriculture and draining of
wetlands which impact the
availability of habitats for
bats.
“Another thing is wind
energy. We have a fair
amount of wind energy in
North Dakota. While they’ve
been getting at a solution for
wind energy, there are still
lots of bats that die every
year at wind turbines.”
According to Gillam, people
use to think that the bats
would fly into the turbines at
night. She further explained
that what actually happens is
that at the tip of the turbine
the air pressure is lower so
when they fly through, the
changing pressure causes
their lungs to explode.
“The third and in some
ways the scariest problem
is white-nose syndrome, a
disease of hibernating bats
that gets them in the winter.
It has been responsible
for six to seven million
deaths of bats since 2006.”
White-nose syndrome was
originally found in upstate
New York and is predicted
to have been brought over
from Europe. It was recently
discovered in North Dakota
in June at the Knife River
Indian Villages. “There’s a
lot of concern about how to
manage the bats that are here.
Not only for this disease, but
to identify what they need
to be successful in terms of

West Fargo’s new
Sanford Health Clinic

New care options are now
available to families in West
Fargo as a Sanford Health
Clinic opened its doors in
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habitat and resources.”
Gilliam then moved on
to discuss the projects that
have been conducted in her
lab over the past five years.
The first project looked
at how bats used habitats
and what habitats they
would select. The purpose
of the project was to get a
generalized idea of where
bats prefer to live. Another
project focused on whether
bats used the Missouri River
as a migration corridor since
it’s been predicted that bats
use coasts and rivers to help
them find their way. The last
project Gillam talked about
was how they used acoustic
monitoring to understand
long
term
population
changes in bats throughout
North Dakota.
The next part of her
presentation shifted to the
behavior of degus which
are small rodents that live

in central Chile. The project
with the degus was worked
on by Nick Johnson, one of
Gillam’s master students.
The main focus of the
project was how degus
behaved towards predators.
The research expanded off
of what was conducted in
the 1980s when researchers
established plots of land.
Some of the plots where open
to the environment while
the other plots were free of
predators. The predator-free
plots had fencing all along
the edges to keep out ground
predators and fencing above
to keep out aerial predators.
The degus in the predatorfree plots could move to the
exposed plots as well.
Throughout the 30 years,
there have been a variety of
studies that have been done
to look at how the degu
populations living in these
predator-free plots differ in

physiology,
morphology,
and behavior from degus
that are in the open plots.
Johnson used an open field
test which gave the degus the
option to hide from prey or
run around the inside of the
arena. He found that there
was no difference among the
degus from the controlled
plots and predator-free plots.
There is some rationale
behind why there might not
be any differences between
the groups. One thought is
that 30 years is not enough
time to change the behavior
of the animals. Another
reason is that the degus
are still getting exposure
to predators since they can
move from the predatorfree plots to the open plots.
The last possibility could be
that the test just wasn’t good
enough.
The last part of Gillam’s
presentation was about the

migratory ecology of redwinged blackbirds. The
project with these animals
started in 2009 with data
collected from 2010-2013.
The purpose of this research
was to track the migratory
movements of male redwinged blackbirds. A light
level geolocator which is a
lightweight tracking device
helped track and record the
location of the birds. From
this project, they were able
to see the movements of
the birds and the estimated
migratory pacts.
Gillam
received
a
Ph.D. at the University of
Tennessee: Knoxville in
ecology and evolutionary
biology. She came to NDSU
in 2009 and since obtaining
her associate professors
position, has published 14
papers and served as faculty
senate president.

a new location. According
to Valley News Live, this
clinic replaces the old
clinic which was
located next door.
The updated
c l i n i c
offers
two
additional
family
medicine
a n d
OBGYN
e x a m
rooms.
T h e
clinic
a l s o
offers nine
pediatric
e x a m
rooms, two
procedure
rooms, a larger
ultrasound
lab
with an imaging
area and a community
education room. Newer
technology will also be
utilized to help patients save
time while at the clinic.

2018, the Fargo National
Cemetery in Harwood has
been under construction.
According to The Bismarck
Tribune,
the
cemetery
officially opened Sept. 7
with a dedication ceremony
from the U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs. Some of
the speakers at the ceremony
included: Governor Doug
Burgum, Senator John
Hoeven, Senator Kevin
Cramer and Randy Reeves;
the Under Secretary for the
Memorial Affairs.
The
cemetery
will
benefit veterans who are
originally from the FargoMoorhead area that want to
buried close to home while
living elsewhere in the
country. The new cemetery
is reported to be operated
by officials from the Fort
Snelling National Cemetery
located in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

News. CBS News reported
that One America News
has filed a defamation suit
against Maddow after she
called out the television
network for being paid by
Russian Propaganda.
One America News is
owned and operated by
the Herring family who is
based in San Diego. Their
attorney Skip Miller claimed
in a statement, “They are
as American as apple pie.”
There has been no comments
from
Rachel
Maddow
herself on the matter.

homes.
Among the nine fires that
are currently being fought,
the biggest is the Walker
fire which is burning in the
Plumas National Forest. This
particular fire started Sept. 4
and has burned 47,340 acres
so far. Firefighters have been
able to get 12 percent of the
perimeter contained. The
cause of the Walker fire is
under investigation.

North Dakota’s
National Veteran
Cemetery
Since

the

spring

of

A lawsuit for Rachel
Maddow

Rachel
Maddow,
a
political commentator for
the Rachel Maddow Show
which is aired on MSNBC,
was sued Sept. 9 for $10
million by One America

California fires

The Los Angeles Times
has reported that nine fires
are currently blazing across
California. Due to the
offshore weather patterns
that bring drier and windier
conditions, September and
October are the two months
that
commonly
bring
wildfires. The Los Angeles
Times claimed that the fires
this year seem to be off to a
slower start than they were
last year in September. In
the fall of 2018, 1.2 million
acres of land were burned
throughout
California
destroying hundreds of

Hurricane Dorian’s
impact on the Bahamas

The death toll has risen
from 45 people to 50 on
Sept. 10, according to
Reuters. Hurricane Dorian
hit the Bahamas last week
and is reportedly the
strongest hurricane to strike
the Caribbean with 200 mph
winds. It is now marked
as the worst disaster in
Bahaman history.
The Great Abaco Island
received the most damage
as approximately 70,000
people are in need of food
and shelter. It is estimated
that the hurricane will cost
$3 billion from properties
that were damaged or
destroyed.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT:
Nice, clean 3 bedroom,
1.5 bath duplex for
rent in south Fargo.
Great for three
college roommates.

Double garage, on site
laundry. Non smoking
and no pets.
$550.00 per person
or $1650 per month.
Utilities paid.

Contact Kelly at 701388-5275
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Vegans can rejoice
All vegan event takes place in the FM Area
Kalley Miller
Features Editor
The parking lot of
Wild Terra was full
of Fargo-Moorhead’s
population of vegans
this past Sunday, (or
people who at least,
enjoy a comforting
vegan dish once in a
while).
Fargo
Vegfest
goers were greeted
with live music, food,
and an array of small
booths with vegan
products to purchase.
After grabbing a cider
and food one could
sit down in the grass,
listen to live music,
and watch the dog’s
play (advertised as a

pet-friendly event).
A beautiful sunny
day, great food,
friends, and dog’s
running around you.
How could life get
any better?
Local
vendors
included
Potato
Brothers,
Suna’s
Egyptian
Eatery,
Wild Terra Cider and
Juice Box Fargo.
This is an event
that was filled with
wholesome food and
people. Vegan or not,
it’s worth it to check
out Fargo Vegfest
next time around.

Coconut Curry from Potato Brothers.
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NOVUM IS
STILL HERE
FOR YOU!

the

Spectrum

WE ARE EXPANDING INTO
HIGHER PAYING STUDIES!

WE HAVE MORE THAN 6 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE CONDUCTING
STUDIES WITH BLOOD DRAWS
AND SOME WITHOUT

WE HAVE NEW OPPORTUNITIES
FOR YOU TO EARN MONEY FAST
BY PARTICIPATING IN A STUDY
AT NOVUM

SIGN UP NOW AT
WWW.GONOVUM.COM
OR CALL OUR RECRUITMENT
DEPARTMENT AT 701.356.6290

4840 23RD AVENUE S, FARGO, ND 58104.
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Apples to
apples
Wild Terra Cider hosts second
annual apple harvest festival

Wild Terra accepts donations of local apples in exchange for credit at the bar.

BRITTANY HOFMANN | THE SPECTRUM

Brittany Hofmann
Contributing Writer

On Satuday, Sept. 7, owners
of Wild Terra Ethan and Breezee
Hennings hosted their second
annual apple harvest festival.
Despite
the
rain,
the
atmosphere inside was absolutely
brimming with people, chatting
over delicious cider and sweets.
While
doing
a
live
demonstration of the cider-making
process, Ethan gifted me a few
minutes to talk about what the
Fargo community meant to their
business.
“Especially at this time of year,
it means a lot,” Ethan commented.
“We have people coming in to
try our cider...[we’re] creating an
area that’s a little bit different than
other places.”
Wild Terra is very different
from other places you can stop in
and get a drink in the downtown
Fargo area. In fact, their cidery
was built out of an old horse stable.
With much of the original
material being used, Wild Terra
brings together something old
with something new and created
something really special for the
Fargo community.
“People that come out to
support [us]...it means a lot.”
To celebrate the support
they’ve been given and to give
back, they hosted their second
annual apple harvest festival.
The festival was a family (and
dog) friendly event with classic

farm games such as corn husking
and egg and spoon races, live
music, a live demonstration of
their cider-making process, an
apple pie contest and of course,
cider.
“This time of year, it’s all about
the apple. We can get apple juice
from out of state, but we want
to use local apples. So this time
of year, when people have an
abundance of apples...providing
them an outlet to do something
useful with them. In exchange we
pay 40 cents a pound in gift cards
towards the bar,” Ethan explained
of their apple donation system to
keep their apple juice local.
“Last year, we collected and
pressed over 20,000 pounds of
apples. This year, it’s been less
than desirable growing conditions,
but we still have been getting a
good response of people bringing
in their apples–lots of different
varieties.”
Being the only cider bar in
Fargo came with new challenges,
but nevertheless, the Wild Terra
team prevailed through changing
city ordinances and remodeling an
old stable.
Because of this, Wild Terra
provides a place that’s far different
than any other bar on Broadway
for locals to gather and enjoy a
glass of cider and a bite to eat, all
in good company.
Head cider maker and owner, Ethan Hennings demonstrated how cider can be made at home.

BRITTANY HOFMANN | THE SPECTRUM

Odd jobs are held even by the likes of Doug Burgum
Looking back at 1978
Kalley Miller
Features Editor

Nearly everyone has held an
odd job in their life. Reasons
behind this may be to earn extra
cash, pay bills, or to simply do
something else for a change.
Some may have the nagging
feeling of “How is this job
actually going to help me with
my future?” In all honesty, it
may not have anything to do
with your future, but that doesn’t
have to stop you from having
some fun with it.
A perfect example is our
fellow Governor of North
Dakota,
Doug
Burgum.
According to a story ran in The
Spectrum on February 17, 1978,
he may have held the oddest job
of them all, a chimney sweep.
Back in 1978, Burgum was
interviewed for The Spectrum
after getting the job at Energy
Center Inc. Out of comedic
relief or complete seriousness,
he states, “equipment that he
needs for this job consists of his
uniform, a standard black tux,
white shirt and top hat, a variety
of brushes, extensions and a
vacuum cleaner.”
Being a chimney sweep is not
done without some risks.
“Burgum said the toughest
job he had involved a large
three-story house and his ladders
would not reach the roof. He said
he bad to lasso a vent stack and
then climb to the edge of the roof

and scale a steeply pitched roof.”
Doug Burgum’s role of a
chimney sweep can all remind us
that people, even ones that hold
well-respected positions in our

S

ome
people
even asked
me to sing
songs
from Mary
Poppins.
-Doug Burgum

government begin somewhere.
Even if the main goal is to make
some extra cash in college.
Next time you hang your
head low for having yet, another
odd job in hopes to not be an
entirely broke college student.
Just remember, there’s no need
to be discouraged. The future is
bright with a couple of odd jobs
highlighting the way.
This story was possible
with the help from the NDSU
Archives staff.

Doug Burgum scales a roof as a chimney sweep back in 1978.
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Prepare to be blown away by F-M glass artists
Opportunities to learn more about glass arts

Jon Offut is best known for his landscape pieces.

Laura Ellen Brandjord
A&E Editor

Glass is for so much
more than windows.
From stained glass
to blown glass, the F-M
area possesses skilled
artisans ready and
willing to discuss and
showcase their work.

Jon Offutt House
of Mulciber

Jon Offutt is a blown
glass artist best known
for his various sized

landscape glass.
Offut travels around
a lot with his work,
not
only
entering
competitions but doing
demonstrations
at
schools in the area with
a mobile glass blowing
rig.
According to the
Fargo Visual Artists
Facebook page (the
organizers of the annual
F-M Studio Crawl),

JON OFFUTT HOUSE OF MULCIBER FACEBOOK | PHOTO COURTESY

Offut always has a keg
of rootbeer for visitors
during
the
Studio
Crawl. He will also be
demonstrating blown
glass techniques during
this time.

Wolfnest
Glassworks

Jo Peterson is a glass
artist specializing in
fused, slumped, framed
and blown glass.
For this year’s F-M
Studio Crawl on Oct. 5
and 6, Peterson will be
demonstrating both her

slumped and framed
glass. Visitors will also
have the opportunity
to create their own
simple glass bead under
Peterson’s direction.

‘Introduction to
Flameworking
Glass’

The Center for
Creativity at the Plains
Art Museum is hosting
classes on bechworked
glass sculptures.
“ T h r o u g h
demonstrations,

discussions, and plenty
of
hands-on
torch
time,
participants
will receive formal
instruction on glass
& equipment safety,
proper use of materials
and
tools,
basic
glass
flameworking
techniques and methods
to
exploring
your
original ideas in glass,”
the class’ Facebook
page explains.
The cost of the class
is $160 for members and
$200 for non-members.
Classes are from

6 p.m.- 9 p.m. on the
following dates:
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 17

‘Blown Away’

Don’t feel like going
out?
Would you rather
stay in and out of the
rain with a good show?
This
Canadian
competition pins ten
contestants
against
each other for a 60
thousand dollar grand

prize, which includes
a residency at the
prestigious
Corning
Museum of Glass.
Think of a baking
competition but with
blown glass. Each
episode is a different
challenge. From light
fixtures to pop art
bathroom
essentials,
you never really know
what the final product
will be.
Currently
only
one season has been
produced
and
is
available on Netflix.
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The latest updates from the music world
Brittany Hofmann
Contributing Writer

Below are some of the hottest
news in the music world. From
Kanye to Adele, the next few
months have a lot in store for
music fans.

Kim K. teases new Ye

Could it be true?
Are Kanye West fans finally
going to get the album that’s been
promised to them for over a year
now?
Well, not quite.
On Thursday, Sept. 5, West
confirmed on his website [print:
kanyewest.com] that he would be
releasing a new album, “Jesus Is
King” on Sept. 27.
It’s been nearly a year since
West teased fans with a release
date for “Yahndi,” so many
are questioning whether or not
“Yahndi” is dead.

Nevertheless, the thirst for
a new album from Ye will be
quenched soon enough.
“Jesus Is King” is said to be a
follow-up to West’s project “Ye”
that was released a little over a
year ago in June 2018. This album
is presumed to be reflective of the
work West has been doing with his
Sunday Service.
The Sunday Service is a nondenominational gathering in
which Ye combines his classic
music with a choir–putting a spin
on gospel and rap.
West has been releasing music
with religious undertones from the
get-go with “Jesus Walks” from
“The College Dropout”, to the
self-professed gospel album “The
Life of Pablo” in which “Pablo”
refers to St. Paul the Apostle.
Though it’s not the “Yahndi”
we were expecting, which was
supposedly going to be in a similar
style to “Yeezus,” “Jesus Is King”
will suffice.

Nicki Minaj retires

On Sept. 5, Nicki Minaj
announced her retirement to have
a family via Twitter.
The beloved rapper has
KIM KARDASHIAN WEST TWITTER | PHOTO COURTESY
accumulated a cult-following
Many
speculated
in
the
replies
that
this
wasn’t the tracklist for the longand many gathered in support,
awaited
‘Yahndi.’
while some criticized that the
announcement came as a surprise that announcement is yet to be
In an article by Tone Deaf,
and was rather abrupt and determined.
Adele retorted that anyone hoping
insensitive.
for yet another breakup album
Some even theorized that her Say goodbye to ‘hot girl
would be disappointed.
announcement to retire isn’t real.
These
speculations
were
summer’ and hello to
According to TMZ, the
brought on by her split with her
retirement doesn’t add up given ‘sad girl winter’
husband of eight years.
Rumor has it that Adele is
she was supposed to record with
Also in the article, an outside
other artists and had booked ready to release a new album this source told “People” magazine
studio time into October. They upcoming December.
that they think Adele is in a good
This November will mark four place to promote new music.
also mentioned that Minaj could
have been “pushed over the edge” years since her legendary album,
If this new album is anything
“25” and the iconic “Hello.”
by trolls on the internet.
like her others, we can expect chillThe build-up for new music inducing vocals accompanied by a
Despite the many claims and
qualms, Minaj is supposedly set from our favorite heartbreak hero repertoire of instruments that are
to release a formal statement has been slow and steady, with bound to come together to create
regarding more details into her Adele leaving hints for us every hit after hit.
alleged retirement. The date of now and then.
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Binge-worthy shows you should be watching
So many shows, it’s hard to choose what to watch
Max Borman
Staff Writer

Are you all caught up
on your shows and looking
for the next binge-worthy
endeavor? From comedies
to dramas there are way too
many shows to choose from.
That is where this handy,
dandy quick review comes
in.
All these shows are
binge-worthy and will prove
to be your next addiction.

‘Lucifer’

“Lucifer” is a crime
drama set in Los Angeles.
What sets “Lucifer” apart
from other crime dramas
is that the main character,
played
by
the
very
charismatic Tom Ellis, is the
actual devil.
After ruling hell for an
eternity, he decides to take a
vacation to Los Angeles and
refuses to ever return to Hell.
What follows is four seasons
(with a fifth and final on the
way) filled with hijinks and
mayhem.
The show explores both
typical crime drama tropes
as well as more spiritual
and divine elements. From
angels and demons to serial
killers this show has it all.
You will be charmed
and will not want to stop
watching this fun ride. All
current seasons can be found
on Netflix, as the company
picked up the show to
produce fourth and fifth

seasons.

‘Good Omens’

“Good Omens” is another
show that explores the
divine. This one, however,
tells the tale of the end of the
world in a fun quirky world.
Starring David Tennant
as
loose-living
demon
Crowley
and
Michael
Sheen as the fussy angel
Aziraphale. Together they
form an unlikely alliance to
try and stop the end of the
world but to do that they
must find the antichrist who
has gone missing.
You’ll laugh and cry in
this quirky six-episode long
miniseries. The entire show
can be found on Amazon
Prime Video since it is an
Amazon original.
‘The Good Place’
Who doesn’t love halfhour comedies about the
afterlife? That’s right, it’s
another show that explores
the divine and spiritual.
The show stars Kristen
Bell as Eleanor Shellstrop.
She winds up in “The Good
Place” only to realize there
was a mistake.
She must hide in plain
sight from The Good Place
architect Michael, played
by Ted Danson, and his allknowing assistant Janet,
played by D’Arcy Carden.
Eleanor
becomes
determined to stay in The
Good Place and what
follows is a hilarious ride.
Currently three seasons with

Black Sails delivers a wonderful look into piracy.
the fourth and final season performance to the show
coming soon you’ll love that cannot be overlooked
every second of it.
and deserves all the awards.
Every season can be
The visuals are amazing
found on Netflix. Go check as well. Scenes are drowned
it out you won’t regret it.
out in beautiful lighting and
cinematography. As well as
Euphoria
an amazing soundtrack.
A little different show
The show tackles some
from the other three but very heavy subjects like
probably one of the best. addiction and abuse. Don’t
‘Euphoria’ stars Zendaya as let that scare you away,
Rue, a teenager attempting to because it is an amazing and
recover from drug addiction powerful show.
and Hunter Schafer as Jules,
Currently,
only
the
a teenager just trying to find eight-episode first season is
her place in the world
available, with season two
Surrounding Rue is a coming soon. It can be found
great cast of different and on HBO and is definitely
unique characters. Each worth the watch.
actor brings an amazing

Test your survival
skills in ‘Green Hell’
Try to stay sane while surviving the Amazon rainforest

STARZ | PHOTO COURTESY

Black Sails

Another
drama
but
instead of teenagers, this one
follows pirates at the end of
the golden age of piracy.
Serving as a prequel to
“Treasure Island” this show
does not disappoint.
The
show
follows
Captain Flint, played by
Toby Stephens, and his
dastardly crew as they try to
survive in a changing world.
Blood will be shed, and
people will die in this fourseason long story.
The show lets you
experience the world of
pirates, albeit with a little

Hollywood flair added in.
Not entirely based in fiction
either, as many real-world
pirates make it into the story.
Four seasons with a
satisfying conclusion can all
be found on Hulu. I highly
recommended you check
this one out.
Those are only a couple
of binge-worthy shows.
There are so many more that
you should check out.
Stay tuned for the next
recommendation list. For
now, however, check some
of these out.
You may find your next
favorite.

Review: ‘Good
Boys’ is just OK
R-rated comedy tries to do too much, doesn’t stick the landing
David Hoffman
Contributing Writer

CREEPY JAR | PHOTO COURTESY

Realistic graphics are just the start of what makes this game so immersive.

Nathan Wetrosky
Staff Writer

Imagine being trapped in the Amazon
rainforest after an interaction with a native
tribe does not go as planned.
You are hungry, cold, hot, going
insane and there is an angry tribe of native
Amazonians trying to kill you. This is the
situation in which “Green Hell”, by Creepy
Jar studio has placed the survivor.
The lingering question for every
survivor’s lips: “Where can the human
mind wander?”
“Green Hell” has just recently released
on the Steam Store and it contains
everything a proper survival game should
have and more.
With an in-depth story, beautiful
graphics, and unique features, “Green Hell”
delivers on all fronts in the survival genre.

Graphics

The graphics alone are enough to bring
a person into the Amazon rainforest.
The forest floor is doused in a constant
dark green light. Everything from the
running water in streams to the scaly back
of a black caiman, as it lumbers towards its
next victim, look right.
The textures of tree bark and even
sustained wounds look like they could be
touched through the computer monitor.
“Green Hell” is not lacking in the looks
department.

Psychological thriller

The biggest single feature that “Green
Hell” attempts to hammer into the survivor’s
head, is that under extreme conditions even
the most level headed of people will start to
lose their sanity.
As you scrounge for food for eating,
items for healing and generally surviving,
you will be fighting to keep your mind from
going into deeper and darker places. This
can be stemmed and even reversed with
proper survival tactics and having enough
supplies.
The hardest battle is not what is on the

outside, but what is on the inside.

Survival features

The meat and potatoes of any survival
game are its use of real-life survival
strategies and tricks.
Starting fires through friction, shelter
building, laying animal traps (fish, turtles,
pigs, small mammals), creating weapons/
tools, hunting and growing your own food
are all a part of “Green Hell’s” survival
elements.
The most unique aspect of “Green
Hell’s” survival is the treatment of wounds,
injuries and diseases. From looking for
leeches on your limbs to using maggots to
clean damaged tissue, “Green Hell” has the
gross parts of survival nailed.

Unique features

“Green Hell” has traits which set it aside
from other survival games in the genre.
As mentioned above in the survival
features, body inspection is a way to search
the player’s body for infections, wounds and
even parasites. Then those same problems
can be healed in good time (hopefully).
While trying to survive the dangerous
jungle’s flora and fauna, the player must be
ever watchful of how the mind is handling
the situation. From getting attacked by
natives and wild animals, to eating the
wrong mushrooms, the mind can regress to
a scary and dangerous place.
The player must work hard so this
does not happen. Another neat feature
is the implementation of an ecosystem’s
response to how the player treats it. Cutting
down trees, killing animals and even tribal
warriors can affect the events and landscape
of the Amazon Jungle.
“Green Hell”, recently released on the
Steam Store for PC and has a variety of
elements which make it one of the more
advanced survival games on the market.
The game looks right, it delivers an
exceptional experience and it eliminates the
want to go to the Amazon rainforest for a
research expedition.
The green hell awaits, are you prepared?

“Good Boys” follows
the story of three sixth
grade boys, Max (Jacob
Tremblay), Lucas (Keith
L. Williams) and Thor
(Brady Noon) on their wild
adventure to make it to a
“kissing party.”
This story has plenty of
crude humor and even some
heartwarming scenes, but it
lacked overall substance.

The plot summary
(no spoilers)

The story sets up by
showing us a personal
dilemma for each of the
three main characters. Max
is attempting to get to know
his crush, Thor is struggling
with his identity and who
he wants to be and Lucas
is dealing with his parent’s
divorce.
The trio, self-nicknamed
the “Bean Bag Boys”, are
seen in the cafeteria eating
lunch when Max is invited
to a party. He is quickly
informed that there will be
kissing involved at this party

and that his crush, Brixlee
(Millie Davis) will be there.
He’s also able to convince
the party hosts to invite the
rest of the “Bean Bag Boys”.
Now the boys realize
one big problem. They don’t
know how to kiss. After a
quick browse on the internet
and a “not kid friendly”
website visit, the crew
decides to use a drone that
belongs to Max’s father to
spy on some high schoolers
to learn how to kiss.
A pair of girls, Hannah
(Molly Gordon) and Lily
(Midori Francis), spot and
catch the drone. The boys
go to the house to retrieve
it, and after the girls refuse,
they steal a purse to use as
bargain piece. However, the
boys learn that their bargain
piece contains drugs, molly.
The two groups begin
a movie long chase that
includes a run in with an offduty cop, crossing a 12-lane
highway and fighting in a
fraternity.

The review

As a comedy, this movie
does a solid job… if you
haven’t seen the trailer. The
trailer is very misleading. The

trailer portrays it as a movie
pushing the boundaries by
having three kids lead in an
R-rated comedy. It does do
this, yes, but almost every
single dirty or raunchy joke
that kids shouldn’t be saying
can be seen in the trailer.
It
made
it
very
disappointing because I
thought the trailer was a taste
of what was to come. It was
the full meal. The movie was
still alright to sit to, but the
best parts had already been
seen.
It was also lacking in
its story. I don’t expect
comedies to have a story
or overarcing scene. If
they do, it’s a nice touch,
but it’s unnecessary. This
movie tries to get a story,
but overall it doesn’t work.
If you couldn’t tell from the
plot summary, it’s a bit of a
confusing mess.
However, through all
of this, there was still some
heartwarming moments at
the end. It speaks towards
neighborhood friends that
many in the audience can
relate to their own childhood.
Overall, I give this movie
a 5/10.
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The
consequences of
losing bees
McKenna Lilia

Contributing Writer

Throughout our lives,
we take many things for
granted, one such thing
being food. Whether it is in
the grocery store, in a home
garden, or in our country’s
fields, food is an integral
part of our society.
Unfortunately,
many
of us fail to see the
catastrophe affecting one
of the species that provide
us this sustenance on which
we survive. Honey bees,
the ultimate pollinators
and food powerhouses,
are declining in number

at an alarming rate. The
necessities required for the
survival of our species are
regulated and made possible
because of honey bees.
There are approximately
20,000 species of bees,
4,000 of those can be found
in the United States, with
over 1,500 of those residing
in California alone. Out of
every species of bee, only
one is a producer of honey,
a pollinator of food, and the
sole proprietors responsible
for maintaining unique
ecosystems which support
both human and animal life.
The honey these bees
make provide for their
own survival through the
winter and provide humans

with vitamins they need to
survive. It has the ability
to be a staple of countless

the world would remain the
same without honeybees, or
bees in general. While there

H

oney bees, the
ultimate pollinators
and food powerhouses,
are declining in number at
an alarming rate.

species’ diets.
There are people in the
world who naively believe

are other insects capable of
pollinating none do so as

Antonio Brown,

the Patriot
How many second chances should he get?
Abby Petersen
Contributing Writer

As I’m writing this, I am
almost exactly 24 hours since
Adam Schefter tweeted what
I had been dreading: Antonio
Brown (AB) has signed with
the New England Patriots.
This coming less than a day
after he publicly requested
a trade from the Raiders on
his Instagram. Well, they
complied, and now this:
Antonio Brown is a Patriot.
This whole pre-season
has basically been the
Antonio Brown Show. Sure,
strange behavior is absolutely
nothing new for Brown, but
this situation is ridiculous.
The ridiculousness began
with AB getting frostbite
from a cryotherapy machine.
This ‘event’ took over my
timeline.
The beginning of the
end came for Brown on the
Oakland Raiders came with
the whole helmet fiasco,
wherein Brown was fined
multiple times for refusing
to wear the NFL sanctioned
helmet. Which by the way,
got old so fast. It was funny
for the first day or two but
after a week I was so sick
of talking and hearing about
Antonio Brown’s helmet I
wanted to scream.
Of course, AB was
then fined for missing two
practices. Then, if this public
relations situation wasn’t
bad enough for the Raiders,
it was reported that Brown
got into an argument with
Raiders’ general manager,
Mike Mayock and even
more chaos and fines ensued
after that. I cannot imagine
the stress level of the Raiders
during this time, and for
those who know me, it takes
a lot for me to sympathize
with the Oakland Raiders.
Of course, there is so
much more history and
substance to this whole

story and AB’s career but
what I want to say here is
this: Brown’s behavior is
totally unacceptable and
unprofessional. I don’t
adhere to the notion that all
professional athletes have
to be role models or perfect
people, but seriously? To act
like this and then be traded
to arguably the best team in
the NFL is laughable.
To
me,
it
seems
incredibly unfair how much
talent he has. So many kids
in high school and college
would kill to have the
skills that Brown has, and
probably would be grateful
just to play in the NFL. Not
to mention have the money
Brown makes. If I had a
job that paid me millions of
dollars to do what I love, no
chance I risk losing that. I
would do anything to be in
that situation.
It’s setting a bad example,
showing to kids that as long
as you have talent, you can
basically do whatever you
want and you’ll end up
fine because, hey… you’re
talented. I understand this

Bees are one of the keys to human survival.
successfully as the honey
bee. They are the world’s
best at what they do, and
nothing science or nature has
come up with can compete
with their efficiency.
The countless remedies
available to help bees, such
as planting flowers and
avoiding pesticides, make it
possible for each and every
interested individual to do
their part to help. There
are of course those people
who will go the extra mile,
providing freshwater or
avoiding products produced
by companies who are

negligent to the abuse, and
every little bit helps.
Honeybees
are
an
essential species in order for
us all to live a life of health,
order, and natural beauty.
There may be thousands
of bee species, but there
is only one sustaining our
fragile environment: honey
bees. For the nutrients they
provide and the extremely
difficult lives they live, each
and every person should
provide these creatures with
the respect they are due.

Breaking
the mental
health stigma
Why the stigma is
toxic and needs to
be put to an end
Faith Hoke

Contributing Writer

When you think of the phrase ‘mentally ill’ what do
you think of? Someone talking to themselves like a ‘crazy
person’? Someone in a straitjacket in an isolated room?
Someone foaming at the mouth? These are all examples
of the way those with mental illness have been depicted
by the media for years. In reality, most people who
experience the symptoms of mental illness and mental
health-related disorders are just normal people walking
among us.
Due to the negative stigma surrounding mental health
issues, it can sometimes make it difficult for individuals
suffering to get the help they need. The negative stigma
provoked by the media has often-times instilled a fear in
these individuals that they may look like a ‘crazy person’
or a appear weak by asking for help. The stigma has,

M
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Goodbye Raiders, hello Patriots.
an incredible wide receiver
and I’d be happy to have his

I

don’t adhere to the notion that
all professional athletes have to
be role models or perfect people,
but seriously? To act like this
and then be traded to arguably
the best team in the NFL is
laughable.
is not the case every single
time (Colin Kaepernick
anyone?), but this has
been so publicized that it’s
impossible to ignore.
I don’t blame Bill
Belichick or the Patriots
organization, by the way.
After all, Antonio Brown is

WIKIMEDIA COMMONS | PHOTO COURTESY

talent on my team. If he got
traded to the Vikings, this
would be a totally different
article because I hate the
Pats and love the Vikings.
I. Am. Biased.
It’s the principle of the
thing that bothers me. Here’s
my problem: Antonio Brown

acts the way he did, says
the things he did, and then
gets traded to the reigning
Super Bowl champions. It’s
sad, and to me as a lifelong
Patriots hater, it sucks even
more watching them just get
better even after losing Rob
Gronkowski.
Here’s the silver lining:
this is now over. Will we
probably hear some more
AB drama? Yes of course.
However, it’s time to kick
back, relax, and enjoy our
Sundays
again
(unless
you’re a Steelers fan, in
which case, I’m just really
sorry). Let’s leave this
disaster of a situation in the
past and focus on the season
and supporting our teams.
Hopefully, I don’t write
another article mentioning
Brown again until the
Patriots inevitably win the
Super Bowl again this year.
Because, of course they will.

ental health is just as
important, if not more
important than physical
health, and should be treated
as such.
in turn, taught those who do not experience bad mental
health to fear those who do and to not support them
because they are ‘crazy’ and differ from what society
considers the norm.
This fear and lack of support often puts the suffering
individuals at a greater risk for social isolation, which can
lead to increased rates of suicide. This creates a cycle of
illness with no hope of escape. We need to end this cycle
immediately.
Mental health is just as important, if not more
important than physical health, and should be treated as
such. It should not be ignored or criticized to the point
where a condition can be worsened. Because in actuality
the individuals who suffer from mental health disorders
and the symptoms are not crazy, in fact, many can still
function at normal to above normal capacity when
receiving treatment.
They are not psycho killers or are they crazed lunatics
as they are often seen on television, they are normal
people, they are college students, they are loved ones, and
strangers alike. There is no reason to see or treat them
any differently. The stigma puts them at greater risk,
and instead of shunning them we should be encouraging
and supporting them to work on their mental health. So,
check-in with yourself and with your friends, I promise
you are not crazy, and should not be afraid to ask for help.
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Nothing to do with football
NDSU football is an excuse to drink and post on social media

It’s gotten to the point where it’s impossible to avoid the drunken stupidity when attending a game.

Delaney Halloran
Opinion Editor

During the tailgating
on Saturday for the UND
game my feeds were filled
with individuals drinking
“in celebration of the game”
from seven in the morning
until the early hours of the
following day. Most of these
posts were expositions in
stupidity and were meant
to show how exciting game
day is. Do you know what
I didn’t see a single post
about: the actual game itself.
NDSU is a school that
prides itself on its football
team, and yet, the culture
surrounding game days
have far more to do with
getting wasted and posting
Instagram pictures than they
do with actually watching
any football.
Don’t
misunderstand
me, I’m aware that a huge
part of any sport’s culture
has to do with drinking.
However, the level to which
students end up disregarding
the game, coupled with
the unbelievable amount
of underage drinking that
occurs on game days, paint
a picture that’s far more
depressing than what should
be expected.

There are always people
who get so inebriated that
they don’t remember how
they ended up in their bed
the next day, let alone the
game. Or those who find

It’s gotten to the point
where it’s impossible to
avoid the drunken stupidity
when attending a game.
Regardless of age, it is the
odd individual out who is

N

DSU is a school that
prides itself on its
football team, and yet, the
culture surrounding game
days have far more to do
with getting wasted and
posting Instagram pictures
than they do with actually
watching any football.

themselves at someone’s
Snapchat story slumped
over in the fan section at
the game. My favorite are
people who spend the entire
game Snapchatting their
experience, looking like the
picture of enjoyment, who
don’t actually watch a single
play.

not under the influence.
Especially since posting
your drunken stunts on
social media seems to be
a requirement for proving
you had the full game-day
experience.
This past weekend NDSU
went viral, and not for the
plays at the football game,

The problem
with politics

appear to be outrageously
polarized. One is either on
the left side of things or the
right. All ideas in between
seem to be abolished.
However, something else
has also been abolished;
a great lost art, the art of
conversation.
To me, a majority of
Americans are losing their
common sense. We have
taken context and dialect
away from words and
expressions. What we say
may not account for what
we mean, and we end up
ignoring a conversation
that must be held. We’ve
now reached a point where
we must realize that this
world is filled with millions
of people and we were not
created to think or feel the
same.

How social media has
damaged our ability to listen
to others’ political opinions
Sam Goodman
Contributing Writer

To
me,
the
way
Americans discuss politics is
somewhat bitter. In person,
democrats and republicans
usually get along well: in
the classroom, at sporting

events and social gatherings,
etc., and probably even
some politicians (behind
closed doors obviously).
And
yet,
politics
discussed on social media
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but because of an elderly
man caught on camera and
shared over social media.
My own feed was filled
with videos of a man,
who could not have been
younger than sixty, dancing
in a crowd of college kids.
While this might have been
a funny anecdote, it took a
darker turn when this same
man was caught on camera
making out with a collegeaged female.
This sort of drunken
escapade
should
seem
unbelievable and unlikely.
However, I’ve heard stories
of several drunken brawls,
people getting arrested for
public indecency, and have
witnessed a large group of
men peeing on a tree right
outside of West Dining
center. All of these stories
weren’t heard over the
course of my time at NDSU,
these are just things I heard
about happening this past
weekend.
People
seem
to
equivocate chugging Tito’s
on a snap story as showing
off Bison pride when really
it’s just broadcasting your
undiagnosed
alcoholism
for all to see. What social
media rarely shows is
those individuals ejecting
said Tito’s in the tailgating
With this said, changes
need to be made. Americans
need to get more involved

FLICKR | PHOTO COURTESY

section two hours before the
game has even started.
Either NDSU students
need to spend a little more
time watching the sport they
allegedly love watching or

P

eople just
need to
admit the
dark and
unfortunate
truth: Bison
football
games are
boring.

just own up to the fact that
game days have nothing
to do with football and
everything to do with an
excuse to get so drunk they
don’t have to face their own
inability to spend time with
their ‘friends’ and watch
a sporting event without
must be taken seriously,
and I am not referencing
phony politicians. But who

P

olitics discussed
on social
media appear to
be outrageously
polarized.
in local politics and become
close with their communities.
Both sides of the coin

is phony to me may not
be phony to you, and that
is why we must talk, to

getting black-out drunk.
People just need to admit
the dark and unfortunate
truth: Bison football games
are boring. When people
are happy to leave the game
after the first quarter, it’s
clear that football isn’t the
main highlight of ‘game’
days. We’re too good for
our own good. There’s no
excitement or suspense to
the games. So just admit
you don’t really give a crap
about football and enjoy 4
p.m. hangovers.
One final note on the
topic of NDSU football:
the “Sioux Suck Sh*t”
chant is racist. It’s been said
before, but some students
seem to continually insist
on the innocence of this
statement. No matter what
an individual’s personal
intentions may be when
saying this, unless you are
a member of the Sioux
nation you will never fully
understand the impact of
what you’re saying. Just
because you don’t see it as
racist doesn’t mean that it’s
not unbelievably offensive.
Those that have denied
racism in the past are not
looked upon kindly by
future generations. Don’t
take part in or encourage
this embarrassment.
understand WHY. Why we
think as we do.
I believe logic will
always trump bias. Logic
cannot be fabricated. But
even then, not all logical
things feel right. Suppose
you have a crush on someone
and you are nervous to talk
to them. Your gut tells you
to approach them while your
mind begins to convince
you otherwise. My point
is, logic may trump bias,
but it can also be used
to confuse us and push
agendas. Americans need
to learn to communicate
with one another using not
only emotion but ethical
understanding and logic as
well.
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Overreacting to week one because we can
Putting too much stake into week one is ridiculous, so let’s do it
Ian Longtin
Sports Editor

Lamar Jackson is here
to conquer the world

I’ll admit it. I am not
a Lamar Jackson believer.
Running quarterbacks or
‘dual-threat’ quarterbacks
have not worked in the NFL.
Ever. Name one running
quarterback that has ever
won the Super Bowl. Can’t?
That’s because there isn’t
one.
Jackson
is
the
quintessential
dual-threat
quarterback, and I thought
the Chargers exposed the
his limitations in last years
playoffs. They blitzed him
all day and forced him to
beat them with his arm, to
which he failed miserably.
All offseason their were
jokes about Jackson being
more of a running back than
a quarterback (I’m not a
coward, I admit I made them
too). Despite this perceived
narrative,
what
Lamar
and the Ravens did to the
Dolphins on Sunday should
be illegal in all 50 states,
as well as most countries.
Jackson went 17-20 for
324 yards and a staggering
5 touchdowns, all in three
quarters of play. Jackson
could have had a real shot
at setting the NFL record
for touchdown passes in the
game if the Ravens had kept
their foot on the gas. Yes,
the Dolphins are a hapless
mess, but a beatdown like
that is something that is
very rarely seen in the NFL.
The Ravens are a dark horse
threat in the AFC, especially
with Andrew Luck out of the
picture.
Although Jackson is
not a gifted passer, for the
time being he has shown
enough to make NFL
defenses at least respect his
ability throw, which will in
turn open things up for his
number one strength, using
his legs to outrun everybody.
The questions about
Jackson do still remain. Can
he still make all the throws
to win a game after he’s
been under duress for three
quarters? What happens
when the Ravens get behind
and defenses can sell out for
the pass, can Jackson win a

Bill Belichick is Thanos, but there’s no endgame in sight.
shootout? I am not so sure
he can, but he’s proved me
wrong so far.

Mitchell Trubisky
sucks, so the Bears
are doomed

There are a lot of
Mitchell Trubisky truthers
out
there.
They
are
everywhere on Twitter and
various comment sections
on social media. They all
seem to have this belief that
the Bears quarterback is on
the doorstep of being an
elite, top-10 quarterback.
For the time being, those
keyboard warriors are eating
their words. All Trubisky
had to be was competent
last Thursday and the Bears
would have won going away.
Instead, Trubisky played
like he had money down on
the Packers.
Trubisky’s performance
on Thursday gives Bears

fans two reasons to panic.
The first reason is the
Packer’s defense has finally
turned the corner, so a repeat
NFC North title will prove to
be very difficult for Chicago
(not to mention how good
the Vikings looked against
the Falcons). The second,
much more frightening
reason is that Trubisky is too
limited a player to throw the
ball downfield consistently.
His constant check downs
were frustrating, but seeing
him throw deep makes me
wonder if check downs
are all he’s really capable
of. Trubisky is in his third
year, the second of which
with supposed offensive
guru Matt Nagy. Super bowl
windows can close quickly
and without warning, so if
Trubisky does not figure
it out it can set the Bears
back three years, minimum.
The Bears were expecting
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Trubisky to turn into a poor
man’s Russell Wilson, a guy
good enough to make a run
at the Super Bowl. What
they got was a *gasp* Andy
Dalton clone.

The Browns are still
the Browns

Holy dumpster fire. The
Browns were perhaps the
most hyped team in NFL
history. They made all these
splashy signings and trades,
and it looked like they finally,
finally, had a quarterback
good enough to lead them
out of the NFL cellar. That
makes the 30-point loss at
home to Marcus Mariota
and the Titans all the more
bewildering. The Browns
tackling was bad. Their
offensive line was worse.
Baker Mayfield looked like
a wide-eyed rookie, not an
up and coming star ready
to take the league by storm.

Add in 18 penalties and a
Greg Robinson ejection for
kicking a guy in the face,
and you have one big mess.
Don’t get me wrong,
the Browns will be fine, for
this year at least. They are
entirely way to talented to
not be. The narrative has
changed however. Instead
of 12-win, potential Super
Bowl season, an eight or nine
win season with a potential
wild-card birth seems more
likely. There are a lot of egos
in that Cleveland locker
room, so if this experiment
goes off the rails too quickly,
a toxic atmosphere may be
inevitable.

Bill Belichick is
Thanos, but there’s no
endgame in sight

Patriots fans are spoiled.
Every year 11 plus wins is a
given, and anything less than
a Super Bowl appearance

is a disappointment. They
never rebuild, they don’t
even reload, they just
outsmart everyone, again,
and again, and again. Head
coach Bill Belichick is
playing chess, everyone else
is playing Parcheesi. Get it?
Me neither, because just like
their annual dominance of
the NFL, it does not make
any sense. They beat a
good Steelers team 33-3 on
Sunday night, with 42-year
old Tom Brady making a
mockery of father time once
again. We are on year 19
of this dynasty, and if Tom
Brady really plays until he’s
45, it does not appear to be
coming to an end anytime
soon. Perhaps it’s easiest
to just cut the season short
and give them the Lombardi
Trophy now. Help us Patrick
Mahomes, you’re our only
hope.

Way too early Heisman race

C u p c a ke - f i l l e d o p p o s i t i o n m a ke s i t h a r d t o j u d g e
Taylor Schloemer
Staff Writer

If there is one thing that
the media likes to do, it is to
declare winners of awards
way too early. After just one
game played in the NFL,
we all know that the Super
Bowl will be played by the
Minnesota Vikings and either
the Baltimore Ravens or New
England Patriots.
The FBS Playoff teams
will be Clemson, Alabama,
LSU and Oklahoma. Yes,
they have just played two
games, but when are sports
not predictable?
The other award that likes
to get handed out way too
early is the Heisman Trophy.
So, let’s hand it out.

Jalen Hurts –
Quarterback,
Oklahoma

It is really hard to judge
good players on strong teams
when they play cupcakes
during the non-conference
season. No offense to South
Dakota, but compared to
Oklahoma, the Coyotes are
cupcakes.
The 70-14 scoreline
shows that fact, and once

again Hurts was impressive.
Add another trio of passing
touchdowns adds to the six
touchdowns accounted for
after Week 1 against Houston.
It seems like Oklahoma
is on its way to producing
a third-straight Heisman
winner, a feat that no
schools have accomplished
in the history of the award.
Otherwise, he could disrupt
the top of NFL team’s big
boards.

Tua Tagovailoa
– Quarterback,
Alabama

Already selected by
the on-the-clock Miami
Dolphins, Tua has begun
the season strong, just
not as strong as the man
he displaced as the Tide’s
starting quarterback.
As expected against
another pair of cupcakes,
and yes, Duke counts as a
football cupcake, Tua has
already accounted for eight
touchdowns.
Alabama looks like their
usual dominant selves so far
this year and it might take a
‘Bama-OU playoff game to
separate the top two players
here. At least the Dolphins
can scout both quarterbacks

at once if that happens.

Joe Burrow –
Quarterback, LSU

Huzzah, a man with a
quality opponent.
Burrow had a completion
percentage of 79.5 percent
last week against a No. 9
ranked Texas Longhorns
squad, leading his team to
a 45-38 victory at home.
Posting 471 yards and four
touchdowns to a single
interception is a Heisman
worthy performance.
At least Burrow has
played a meaningful game,
which is all you need to get
into the conversation right
now. He will look to follow
up the great performance
against…
Northwestern
State.

Travis Etienne –
Running Back,
Clemson

Including Etienne into
this list is more on principle
than anything. Etienne may
not be the best running back
in the nation, as Wisconsin’s
Jonathan Taylor is in that
conversation.
Etienne may not be the
most important player on his
team, as Trevor Lawrence is

in that conversation.
But Clemson is the top
team in the nation and they
just got past No. 12 Texas
A&M. As with Burrow,
playing a relevant game
gets you in the conversation.
Etienne is the one teams have
to game plan for and is the
key for Clemson to open up
defenses, hence his inclusion
on this list.

Trey Lance –
Quarterback, North
Dakota State

Why is there an FCS
player on this list? This is just
the homer pick!
Yes, but ESPN has Lance
on their Heisman Watch, not
joking.
The redshirt freshman
is good, just ask Butler and
North Dakota. To be fair,
his first real test comes this
week in his first road game
against Delaware. After that,
a top-five showdown back at
the Dome against UC Davis.
Two meaningful games, and
if Lance passes the tests, he
cements his spot on this list.
A message head coach
Matt Entz has preached to his
squad, be so good you can’t
be ignored. That is how good
Lance has been.
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Seniors show out against the Cougars
The Bison soccer team kept the good vibes rolling against Chicago State

This past Sunday was the Bison’s fourth shutout and also a day to honor their seniors.

Mason Urbin

Contributing Writer

The Bison soccer team
posted its fourth shutout of
the season on Sunday. The
herd took down the visiting
Chicago State Cougars 2-0
at Dacotah field. The win
improved NDSU to 4-1-1 on
the season, while Chicago
State remains winless at 0-6.

It
was
the
final
nonconference
home
match of the season for
the Bison, as they honored
seniors Elyse Huber, Nicky
De Pape, Monica Polgar,
Mariah Haberle and Laura
Powell before the match.
“It’s a great time to celebrate
five seniors in this program,”
NDSU head coach Mike
Regan said. “They’ve done
an awesome job since I’ve
been here over the last two

seasons. It’s great to have
all their families here and
recognize them by starting
every senior.”
Huber was the one to step
up once again for the Bison,
notching both of the herd’s
goals on the day. Her first
came in the 53rd minute, as
Huber headed in a shot by
Haberle that bounced off the
crossbar. Her second came
in the 87th minute when
she stole the ball in front of
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the net to collect her teamleading sixth goal of the
season.
The seniors showed
out on senior day as they
collected 11 of the team’s
16 shots. Not to be outdone
by her senior teammates,
goalkeeper Monica Polgar
pitched her fourth shutout of
the season, moving her into a
tie for first in NDSU history
with 19 career shutouts.
Polgar continued to move up

in NDSU lore, becoming the
fourth Bison ever to record
250 saves. On top of all that,
Polgar became the third
player in school history to
win 30 games in net.
Head coach Mike Regan
was pleased with the team’s
performance on Sunday,
“Anytime we can win 2-0 at
home, we’ll definitely take
it,” Regan added. “We made
a very, very hard going of it
and didn’t help ourselves in

some areas. Being a young
team, we’re going to go
through some adversity here
and there. It’s a good result
based on the weekend we’ve
had.”
The Bison will now hit
the road for four straight
matches, starting with a
pair of matches in Iowa.
The herd will face Drake on
Friday and Northern Iowa
on Sunday.

Terrible fantasy advice | Week 2
Philip Atneosen
Staff Writer

Now that Week 1 is in the books,
you think you have it all figured out,
don’t you? Sammy Watkins is the de
facto number one receiver in football,
and you just lost your league because
you drafted Joe Mixon in the second
round, right? Well, I’m here to tell
you to get a hold of yourself. You’ve
been jumping to conclusions faster
than my mom does when I don’t
answer by her fifth call (I’m not dead,
mom, I’m just stupid).
One week isn’t a large enough
sample size to warrant jumping ship
on Mike Evans in favor of John Ross.
However, that doesn’t mean there
aren’t players on your roster that you
can leave on waivers. Players you
drafted late in the draft that weren’t
involved in the offense in Week 1
are probably safe to drop. Just know
that most of the players on the waiver
wire that exploded last week had
anomalous performances. Taking a
shot on any of them is merely that: a
shot.

Quarterback – Josh Allen

If there’s one takeaway I had
from Buffalo’s opener, it’s that their
offense can look horrendous and
Josh Allen can still produce fantasy
points. Even though he threw two
interceptions and lost two fumbles
to the Jets, he ran the ball ten times,
more than any other QB. His matchup
in Week 2 is inviting. He plays away
against the Giants, who aren’t great at
defending the run or the pass. Derek
Carr of the Raiders is also a quality
streaming option playing at home
against Kansas City in what should be
a high-scoring affair.

Running Back – Adrian
Peterson

Adrian Peterson surprised me last

season in two ways. I was shocked
that he surpassed 1,000 rushing yards
for the 8th time in his career, and I
was amazed that he was able to stay
healthy enough to play in all 16 games.
Redskins starter Derrius Guice will
likely sit at least one week, leaving the
lead ‘back duties to AP. Washington’s
offense was surprisingly effective
against Philadelphia in Week 1. They
face the Cowboys at home in Week
2. Chris Thompson, Washington’s
passing back, is also streamable in the
same matchup. He saw ten targets in
Week 1.

Wide Receiver – Michael Gallup

The Dak Attack torched the Giants
last week with 405 passing yards,
and Michael Gallup was a major part
of that. Gallup whipped the Giants
secondary 7 times for 158 yards.
The second-year receiver out of
Colorado could establish himself as
the Haw to Amari Cooper’s Yee this
season. Dallas travels to Washington
this week. While Amari Cooper
attracts the attention of Josh Norman,
Gallup will be able to trot free. The
Jets’ Jamison Crowder is a quality
streaming play against the Browns
this week, especially in PPR leagues.

Tight End – Daren Waller

If you added Waller after the
Antonio
Brown
news
broke,
congratulations. If he’s still on your
waiver wire, pick him up immediately.
Waller is going to be involved heavily
in this offense moving forward. I
believe Coach John Gruden loves
him, and I believe OC Greg Olson
is required to love whoever Gruden
loves. On Monday, he led the team
with 8 targets and 7 receptions.
Expect Carr to look his way against
the Chiefs on Sunday. In deeper
leagues, Tyler Eifert of the Bengals
makes for a fine dart throw against
San Francisco. He was targeted six Adrian Peterson has been a surpise on the field this season.
times in the loss to Seattle.
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• Flexible hours
• Part time
• Full time
• Beneﬁts offered for
full time include:
health, dental, vision,
PTO, and 401K
Hard-working, determined, career-driven, and motivated? CI Apparel is seeking
employees with all the above to fill part-time or full-time positions that’s flexible
with your schedule. Join our fast-paced CI Apparel’s team of Production and QC
Professionals. Individuals are needed in screen-printing, embroidery, machine
operations, and/or shipping & receiving. On-site training available. Benefits
include BCBS health insurance, 401K, paid vacation & holidays, and flexible hours.
Please call (701) 239-5956 to set up an interview at 16 Broadway, Fargo, ND.
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